
JAGUAR trailer tent

The Jaguar is a Cabanon trailer tent known
for its perfect finishing and sturdy nature.

It is manufactured with high quality
materials that will allow you years of use.
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A light and spacious family friendly trailer tent,
The jaguar is easy to setup and features excellent workmanship at a favourable price. Through the use of high 

quality heavy cotton and a galvanized steel frame, the Jaguar is a very robust and reliable travel partner.

Space for the whole family.
This spacious trailer tent has a big, ventilated living space and generous sleeping areas with comfortable 

mattresses and cushions, ensuring a comfortable stay for the whole family. The awning, which is 2,5m deep, 

has one roll up side and a complete roll up front. An optional sun canopy can increase your living space and 

provide some shade on your pitch. 

Excellent loading capacity.
The Jaguar has a surprising amount of luggage space between the beds where several bags, blankets, crates 

and other luggage can easily be stored. Thanks to the AL-KO chassis equipped with an overrun brake and the 

steel body, any extra weight can be carried safely. The trailer is equipped with four steadies to ensure stability 

and the 13 inch wheels have steel rims.
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Options
• 1.70m sun canopy 

• Spare wheel with frame holder

• Underbed tent 

• Kitchen 

• Ground sheet
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